PROGRESSION PLUS
CHERRY BURST FLAME

BOASTS THE BEST OF TODAY AND YESTERDAY WITH MODERN PLAYABILITY AND VINTAGE VIBE. COMES LOADED WITH 2 X GODIN GS-2 SINGLE COIL PICKUPS IN THE NECK & MIDDLE POSITIONS, ALONG WITH THE ADDED CRUNCH AND BITE OF A SEYMOUR DUNCAN JB JR SINGLE-COIL-SIZE HUMBUCKER IN THE BRIDGE.

SPECs

HARD ROCK MAPLE NECK
MAPLE (MN) OR ROSEWOOD (RN) FINGERBOARD
FLAME MAPLE TOP
CANADIAN LAURENTIEN BASSWOOD BODY
12” FINGERBOARD RADIUS
1 11/16” NUT WIDTH
25 1/2” SCALE LENGTH
MACHINE HEADS 1:18 RATIO
GRAPHTECH TUSQ NUT
1X SEYMOUR DUNCAN JB JR. HUMBucking BRIDGE PICKUP
2 X GODIN GS2 PICKUPS
GODIN TRU-LOC TREMOLO
GODIN HIGH-RATIO MACHINE HEADS
GODIN HIGH-DEFINITION REVOICER (H.D.R.)
5-WAY SWITCH, 1 X VOLUME, 1 X TONE
4-PLY CREAM PEARLIZED PICKGUARD
HIGH GLOSS CHERRY BURST FLAME FINISH

MODEL(S): PROGRESSION PLUS CHERRY BURST FLAME MN 046980